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In previous papers approximately linear functions [l] and ap-

proximately isometric transformations [2; 3; 4] have been studied.1

In both cases it was shown that the properties of linearity and

isometry are "stable" in a certain sense. For example, it was proved

that if a function f(x) satisfies the linear functional equation within

an amount e, that is, \f(x+y)—f(x)—f(y)\ f^e, then there exists an

actual solution g(x) of the linear functional equation such that

[ g(x) —f(x) | ge, where € is a given positive number.

In the present paper we discuss a similar problem for the property

of convexity. We consider real-valued functions defined on subsets of

«-dimensional Euclidean space £„. A function f(x) defined on a

convex subset 5 of £„ will be called e-convex if f(hx+(l—h)y)

^hf(x) + (l-h) /(y)+e, for all x and y in S and for Q£k£l. Here
e is a fixed positive number. Our object is to show that to an e-convex

function f(x) there corresponds a convex function g(x) such that

|/(*) ~g(x) | ==£«, for some constant k. In order to prove this we need

some results on e-convex functions and on approximating simplices

given in the following four lemmas. The paper is self-contained.

Lemma 1. Let f(x) be an e-convex function defined on an n-dimen-

sional simplex SQEn. Let the vertices of the simplex be po, pi, • • • , pn,

then if x= 22?_0 a»/»,-» o:,->0, ^ï_0 a, = l is any point of S, we have

(1) f(x) ^ ¿ aif(Pi) + 2kne,
¿-0

where k„ = (n2+3n)/(4n+4:).

Proof. We prove the inequality by induction on n. For » = 1, (1)

reduces to the statement of e-convexity, so it is true for « = 1. We

assume that (1) holds for n replaced by »— 1, and prove it for «

dimensions. The case in which some a, = l is trivial, for in this case

x=pi, so we may assume that a«<l for i = l, • • • , n + 1. For con-

venience we may also assume that anetaj, j = 0, • • - , n—1. Put

h = l—an, aj=aj/h, j=0, ■ • • , n — 1, and q= X"-o ajpj. Then x

= X"-o oiipi = hq+(l —h)pn, and since / is e-convex,

(2) /(*) Ú hf(q) + (1 - h)f(Pn) + e.
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1 For a discussion of these and other related questions, see [6].
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By the induction hypothesis,

"-:» (» - í)(n + 2)
(3) /(?) = Z oMi) + ±-¿i-'- e.

í-o 2«

Substituting (3) into (2), we get

h(n - 1)(» + 2))

2«
(4) f(x)^t,aif(pi)+ \l +

»-0 v

Since a.^ay, 7 = 0, • • • , n—1, the minimum value which an can

have is l/(w + l), so the maximum value which h can have is 1

— l/(»+l) =w/(»+l). Consequently an upper bound for the ex-

pression in brackets in inequality (4) is

(» - 1)(» +2)      n2 + 3n

2(» + 1) 2» + 2 '

Thus the lemma has been established.

Lemma 2. Letf(x) be an e-convex function defined on an open convex

set GC.En. Then on each closed bounded subset B of G, f(x) is bounded.

Proof. / is bounded from above, since B may be covered with a

finite number of «-dimensional simplices, each contained in G, and /

is bounded on each simplex by Lemma 1.

To prove that/ is bounded from below on B, let B be covered with

a finite number of closed spheres Si, such that each Si is contained in

G. Let Xi he the center of Si, and let x,+y be any point of the sphere

S{. Then by e-convexity

/(*,) = 2"1/(*< + y) + 2-if(xi - y) + e,

or

f(xi + y) ^ 2f(Xi) - f(Xi - y) - 2*.

Now Xi — y belongs to the sphere 5,-, and since 5,- is a closed subset

of G,f(xi—y) is bounded from above as Xi+y varies over 5,-. Hence

f(xi+y) is bounded from below for xt+yESi, and it follows that/is

bounded from below on B. The proof of the following two lemmas is

left to the reader.

Lemma 3. £e¿ x lie in an n-dimensional simplex with vertices

qo, qi, • • • , qn, so thatx= Ylt-o «í?<> «,^0, and JXo a>' = 1- Suppose

also that we have n+1 sequences {q?*} (i = 0, ■ ■ • , n;v = l, 2,3, ■ • •)

of points such that q[y)—*q¡ as v—» oo, and that for each v, X also lies in

the n-dimensional simplex with vertices q^ so that
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v^   (») (»)
x = Zrf <*>  Cí   ,

t=0

where a¡v> 2; 0 and XX o aV = L £^e» as v—> », af*—**,-.

Lemma 4. Suppose x is interior to an n-dimensional simplex in £„

whose vertices are go, qi, • • • , qn- Then if gf—><Zi in En as v—>x>

(i=0, ■ ■ • , n), x is also interior to the simplex Sfj? whose vertices are

gj"' (t = 0, • ■ • , n),for sufficiently large n.

Theorem 1. Let f(x) be e-convex on an open convex set GQEn, and

let B be any closed bounded convex subset of G. Then there exists a convex

function <p(x) on B such that

I *(*) - /(*) | á he, for xEB,

where &„ = (»2+3»)/(4w+4).

Proof. Let ii be a bounded convex open subset of G such that

BEH, and HEG. Since £ is a compact subset of the open convex set

G, the existence of such an H is easily shown. Let K denote the con-

vex hull of the closure of the graph of the function/(x) for xEH, so

that £ is a convex set in £„+i.

Define, for x = (xu ■ ■ • , xn)EH, g(x) =inf [y; (xlt x2, • • ■ , xn, y)

EK]. Since f(x) is bounded on H by Lemma 2, £ is a compact set

in £n+i and g(x) is well defined on H. It is easily seen that g(x) is a

convex function, and that g(x) ^f(x) for xEH- Given a point xEB,

let p denote the point (aci, x2, • • • , xn, g(x)) in £n+i. Now p evidently

belongs to the boundary of K, and since £ is closed, it also belongs

to K. By a well known theorem,2 p lies on an m-dimensional simplex

Sm whose vertices are points or limit points of the graph of f(x) for

xEH, where m^n + 1. Notice that the assertion is actually true for

some m^n, for if p were in the interior of an (w + 1)-dimensional

simplex with vertices in K, then p would lie in the interior of K and

not on its boundary.

There are three possible cases.

(i) p is a point of the graph of /.

(ii) p is a limit point of the graph of /.

(iii) p is "interior"3 to some simplex 5 whose dimension is positive

and less than or equal to m, and whose vertices are points or limit

points of the graph of/.

In case (i), f(x) =g(x), and there is nothing to prove. In case (ii)

» See [5, p. 9].
1 A point will be called "interior" to a simplex 5 of dimension r if it belongs to 5

but not to any face of lower dimension than r.
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it is convenient to translate the axes so that the origin of coordinates

lies at the point x so that x=0. Then by hypothesis there exists a

sequence of distinct points x(ríEHEEn tending to zero such that

lim,,,*,/(x^) =g(0). It is clear that an infinite number of these points

must all lie in some one of the 2"-tants determined by the coordinate

hyperplanes. For definiteness, let us assume the first 2"-tant con-

tains an infinite number of these points. We denote them by xw, so

that all the coordinates of each xw may be assumed to be non-nega-

tive. Now choose on each coordinate axis a point p¡ whose 7'th co-

ordinate is negative, the others being zero, 7 = 1, 2, • • • , n, such that

pjEH. Consider the simplex SM whose vertices are pi, p2, • • • , pn

and x(">. Then the origin belongs to this simplex, and there exist

a\'\ i = l, • • • , n + 1, such that

,_. A    (►)      ,     00   (»)
(5) ¿_, Ctj   pj + Ctn+lX        =  0,

J'-l

where o#*fcO, a?+1>0, and ]££? af*-l.
To prove this, let p¡¡ be the 7th coordinate of the point pj and let xj"'

be the 7th coordinate of the point xw. Then the "vector" equation

(5) may be written in the form:

... <-)       ,     (»)   (»)      n .
(6) a¡ pa + ctn+iXj    =0, 7 = 1, • • • , n,

where pa<0, and xf ¡=0. Since xmt*0, at least one of the xjv) must

be positive. If xj'^0, choose a^ =p'f) =0. If xj^p^O equation (6)

determines the ratio pj"' =a<f)/a„%i, which in this case is evidently

positive. The value of a%+l is then determined by the requirement

that E?-/ «<W = (1+Z?=i PÍv))«i+i = l. Thus relation (6) is estab-
lished. By Lemma 1, it follows that

(7) f(0) = ¿ aTf(Pi) + c£xf(xM) + 2kne.
»=i

Now as v—>a>, xw->0. Hence by (6), a}"'—K) for 7* = 1, •••,«. It fol-

lows that cglx-tl. Since/(xW)^g(O), we have /(O) úg(0)+2kne, or

/(x):gg(x)+2fcne.

We now turn to case (iii). Here p lies in the interior of an r-dimen-

sional simplex Sr (l^r^n) whose vertices pi (i = 0, 1, ■ • ■ , r) are

points or limit points of the graph of /.

Let ir be a supporting hyperplane of £C£n+i through the point p.

Now p is interior to at least one line segment Si belonging to Sr and

hence to K. Any such line segment Si must lie in the hyperplane t,

for otherwise Si would pierce the hyperplane ir at p so that part of
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Si would lie on one side of ir and part on the other, which is im-

possible since all of K lies on one side of ir. It follows that Sr, and

hence its vertices pi, lies in ir, and the pi are boundary points of K.

This supporting hyperplane ir cannot be perpendicular to £„, for

in this case ir would project (orthogonally) into a hyperplane in E„

which would be a supporting hyperplane of the projection of the

convex set K and which would contain the point x. Thus x would be

on the boundary of the projection of K. But the projection of K

includes the open set H which by hypothesis contains x, so x cannot

lie on the boundary of £'s projection, and we have a contradiction.

Therefore the projection of Sr onto En is a simplex Sr of the same

dimension r, and the interior of Sr projects into the interior of Sr,

so that the point x which is the projection of p lies in the interior

of 2r.

We use double subscripts to denote the coordinates of the vertices

pi of Sr, and we denote the projections of these vertices onto £„ by

qo, qi, ■ ■ ■ , qr. Then by hypothesis there exist sequences q^ such

that pi<n+i = limv^x f(q{v)), where lim^M qt = qi, and q0, ■ ■ • , q, are

the vertices of the r-dimensional simplex 2rC£n, which contains the

point x in its interior. Our object is to construct a simplex S1^ of

dimension n in £„ such that x is interior to S%\ and such that r of

its vertices are points q^, • • • , qr"\ We can then apply Lemma 1 to

this simplex and take the limit in the resulting inequality as v—»oo.

Suppose first that r=n. In this case, x is interior to the »-dimen-

sional simplex S„C£n, so that

n n

x = E cnqi,       a; > 0,        E «• = L
»=o i-O

Since q^—iqi in £„ as v—>oo, it follows by Lemma 4 that x

= E?-o ««V. a4W>0, Eï-o (Ár) = l. Hence by Lemma 3, a«w->a<
as v—* oo.

Now by Lemma 1, we have f(x) g Z?-o ««"'/tó'1) +2k„e. By taking
limits as v—* «> we get

n

f(x) = E <*ipi,n+i + 2knt = g(x) + 2k»e.
i=0

Now let us suppose that 1 ̂  r ^ ». Let £r be the r-dimensional flat

containing Sr. Now if for all but a finite number of v's, the gi*',

i = 0, • • • , n; v = l, 2, 3, • ■ • , are contained in £r, then g1w—>g< in

£r and one has essentially case (iiia) with r replacing n, so the proof

follows as before.
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Next suppose that an infinity of points q)"' for some i lie outside

this flat. We may as well assume (by relabeling and suppressing a sub-

sequence if necessary) that all of the q0v) lie outside £,.

Let us choose a new coordinate system with origin at q0 and with

the first r axes belonging to £r, so that the equations of £r are

zj = 0, j = r+l, • • • , n. The last n — r coordinates ço''+i> ' ' * i & of

the point q^ cannot all be zero for any v. It follows that for some fixed

j, qoj^O, for all v. We may without loss of generality assume that

So'h-i^O, f°r all v. Now there must be an infinity of the numbers

So'r+i which are either all positive or all negative, and by reversing

the (r+l)st coordinate axis if necessary, we may assume that

q$+i>0 for all?.

Next, if r+Kn, we consider gó'í+2- If qol+2 = 0 for all but a finite

number of v's, we rotate the zr+i and zr+2 axes through an acute angle,

keeping all of the other axes fixed, in such a way that after the rota-

tion qol+i will still be positive and 5o'r+2 will become positive for all

but a finite number of v's.

On the other hand if (Zo'h-î^O f°r an infinite number of v's, then

for an infinite number of v's, these numbers are all positive or all

negative. By reversing the zr+2-axis if necessary we have qo^+2 > 0 for

an infinite number of v's. Thus by suppressing a subsequence if neces-

sary we can arrange matters so that <Zo*h-i>0 and q<>s+2>0 for all v.

If r+2<», we proceed in the same way, with r+1 replacing r,

and so on. Thus, there will exist a coordinate system in £„ and se-

quences of points g<w—*qi (i = 0, 1, • • • , r) such that the origin lies

at  the  point qo,  and  qij = 0,  qoj>0  ior j = r + l, ■ • • , n,   where

f(ét'))-*Pi,n+l, X= Eí-0 OHqi, g(x)= Eí-0 OtiPi.n+l,   E«-o«.= l,«i>0.
Now let qi (t=r+l, ■••,«) be a point in H whose (r + l)st co-

ordinate is a negative number and whose other coordinates are all

zero. We now show that x is interior to the »-dimensional simplex

whose vertices are q^\ qu q2, • ■ • , qn, for sufficiently large v.

Thus we must show the existence of positive numbers p\-

(i = 0, •••,«) with E"-o P\ = l such that x= E<-o onqi=ß0q(o)
+ E"-o ßiQi- That is, the p\- are to satisfy the following system of n + 1

linear equations:

T T

ßoqo'.i + E/3<?f.í = E otiQi.i (j = 1, • • • , r),
i=0 ,'=0

(8) ßoqo'.) + ßfli.i =0 (j « f + 1, • • • , »),
n+1

<-0
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Since a^O, Eï-o «, = 1> and q%]—>qoj=0, it follows that for

0 <jS0 < 1 there will exist a v0, independent of ßo, such that the first r

equations of the system (8) have solutions for p\-, i = l, • • • ,r,

which are between zero and one, whenever v^v0. Since q¡,¡ and q%j

are of opposite signs by construction forj'=r+l, • • •, », it is clear

that the next n—r equations will also have solutions ßj, j=r

+ 1, • • • , », which are between zero and one when ß0 is, and when v

is sufficiently large. With the help of the last equation all the ß's

may be determined, with 0<j8,-<1, 1=0, •••,».

Next, for a given v, so large that x is interior to the simplex with

vertices ql, qi, • • • , qn, there will exist by Lemma 4 an index p =p(v)

such that x is also interior to the simplex with vertices ql, qi, g2, • • • ,

q?, qr+i, • • • , qn. Let one such index p be determined for each v and

put q'i=qti,), i = l, • • • , r. For convenience we also put ql = ql- Then

there exist at>0, i = 0, 1, • • • , n, such that E?-o ««"=1 and x

= Eî-o «<?.= E î-o«Ï2<+ Ei-r+i «.?••• By Lemma 1 we have

/(*) = E <*<f(é +  Ê <*if(qi) + 2¿„e.
«—0 )"—r+l

Now as v—>x>, q\-+qi, f(q~l)—*pi,n+i, and, by Lemma 3, we know that

a\-+ai for i = 0, 1, • ■ • , r, while a!¡—»0, j=r+l, • • • , n. Hence by

letting v—>oo in the last inequality we get

r

/(*) = E api.n+i + 2kne = g(x) + 2kne.
i=0

We have proved that for any point xEB, g(x) ^/(x) úg(x)+2kne,

where g(x) is a convex function. Now define (¡>(x) =g(x)+kne. Then

^(x) is convex and

| <j>(x) - f(x) | g kne for x E B.

This completes the proof of theorem 1.

Theorem 2. If f(x) is an e-convex function defined on a convex open

subset of G of En, then there exists a convex function <j>(x) defined on G

such that \f(x)—<t>(x)\ ̂ kne.

Proof. Let H„ v = l, 2, 3, • • • , be a sequence of convex, compact

subsets of G such that H,+iEH, and such that G = U"_! H, (the exist-

ence of such a sequence is easily demonstrated). Then by Theorem 1,

there exists for each v a convex function d>,(x) on H, such that

\<¡>Áx)—f(x)\ =&„e, for xEH,. For each fixed positive integer p, the

function f(x) is bounded on i£ by Lemma 2. Hence the sequence

\<p,(x)} is defined and uniformly bounded on Hß for v^p. By a well
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known selection theorem there exists a subsequence {<¡>ip(x) } of the

<j>,(x) which converges for all xEHi- Similarly there is a subsequence

{(¡>2p(x)} of the <piP(x) which is defined and convergent on H2, and so

on. Now consider the sequence {<Ppp(x)\, p — 1, 2, 3, •••. For any

given xEG, there exists a positive integer m so that xEHm. Hence for

p^m, the sequence {(¡>PP(x)} is defined and converges to a limit

<p(x). Thus g(x) is defined, is convex, and satisfies the inequality

I*(*)-/(*)I áKeíorxEG.
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